
 

 

  

 
Why settle for ordinary? 

You’re 9 weeks from an extraordinary marriage. 
 

• Discover each other’s innermost emotional needs and expectations 

• Learn ways to better communicate and demonstrate your love for each other 

• Develop ways to deepen your intimacy and keep your marriage fresh and 
exciting 
 

• Study 
o Utilize books, workbooks, and audio sessions to examine behavior patterns 
o Learn new concepts about relationships and marriage 

 

• Application 

o Weekly assignments for you and your spouse to complete separate and together 
o Reinforce current concepts and introduce concepts for the next week of learning 

 

• Interaction 
o Small group sharing, discussion, and application 
o Reinforce new behaviors and support the emotional growth of all couples in the class 

 

• Accountability 

o Interaction with other couples who are also learning and challenging themselves to 
grow forms a unique support and accountability system 

o The varying personalities and life experiences of the group create stimulating 
discussions and an encouraging environment for change 

 
Couples who take Dynamic Marriage will intentionally learn how to: 

• Experience love at a deeper level of intimacy 

• Love one another in the way you each want and need to be loved 

• Listen & truly hear one another 

• Negotiate rather than argue 

• Manage anger and work through conflicts together 

• Forgive 

• Share in and support each other’s dreams 

• Pray & grow spiritually closer as a couple 

• Strengthen their commitment to one another & their marriage 

 
“Thank you for saving our marriage.  Not from divorce, but from mediocrity . . .  I think I can speak 

for both myself and my wife when I say we have a renewed passion for each other and excitement 

about our future.  I would highly recommend this course to every couple that doesn’t want to 

settle for an average marriage.” - John, Dynamic Marriage participant, IN 


